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Abstract 

The World Wide Web, which has started as a document storage house, is breathlessly transforming to a fully fledged virtual 
environment that facilitates the services, interactions and communications .under this light the semantic web and web 2.0 
movements can be seen as moderate steps of a natural progress towards a new paradigm, the 3D internet and discuss why it is a 
goal worth pursuing, what it does entail and how one can think of it. Our aim in this paper is to discuss a research agenda and 
raise interest in networking, security, distributed computing and machine learning communities. First we inquire the motivation 
for 3D internet and the possibility it brings. Later we inquire the specific system level and research challenges that need to be 
handle to make the 3D internet a reality. 

 

1. Introduction 

For many years, the internet was initially used by scientists for networking research and for exchanging information. 
It was designed for purposes that bear little similarity to today’s usage scenarios and traffic patterns. In the longer 
term, the exponential increase of the user-generated multimedia content like remote access, file transfer and email 
were among the most popular applications. Future media internet is not simply being a faster way to go online. It 
will be designed to overbear the limitations and to address the emerging trends including: network architecture, 
content and service mobility, diffusion of heterogeneous nodes and devices, mass digitization, emergence of 
software as a service and interaction with improved security, trustworthiness and privacy. The www (World Wide 
Web) however, has essentially changed the internet. It is now the world’s largest public information network. Many 
applications like video conferencing, web searching, electronic media, discussion boards-commerce and internet 
telephony-have been developed at an unaccustomed speed. This explosion has been activated by the widespread 
availability of broadband home access, digital recording devices, improved modeling tools, advanced scanning 
mechanism and display rendering devices. Today the success and encouragement of virtual worlds are indisputable. 
Today over one billion of users attack the internet on regular basis , more than 100 million users have downloaded at 
least one multimedia file and over 47 million of them do so regularly. The successful deployment of 3D media is 
based on issues related to productive transport of content, as well as, productive and inexpensive 3-D displays. 
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However, although individual technologies are evolving fast, their integration and effective use is still limited by 
numerous open issues .while production of 3-D films, movies, and live broad casting events started in the early 
50s,the research communities has  recently paid attention only at the transmission /broadcasting of 3D applications 
and services. In this paper an attempt is made to collect, review and evaluate the related existing technology with the 
aim to give research directions towards re- designing the future of internet having in mind the manacle posed by the 
current internet, and the reserved new applications. Thus the main philanthropy of this work is to present the in 
coherent way, a view on how 3D media internet is likely to look like and which could be its main pillars. 
Furthermore, the long term vision is given containing possible research directions which is expected to contribute to 
the realization of the future 3D media. 

 

2. Why do we need 3D INTERNET? 

One  of the often heard arguments against the 3D internet is in the form of the question “ why do we need it?” for 
most of its users the internet is a familiar ,comfortable medium where we communicate with each other , get our 
news, shop, pay our bills and more. Steering hierarchal data structures is often bungling some for large data sets. 
Unfortunately the internet we know is systematized as well as a flat abstract mesh of a interconnected hierarchal 
documents.    Typical 2D website is achingly abstract entity and network consists of nothing but a bunch of 
documents and pictures. Within the website, at every level of interactions, the developers have to provide the user 
instantaneous navigation help. Given the current situation the term web surfing is rather felicitous as we have no 
control over where the web take us with the next click. This has abstruse implications such as the dependence on 
back button in browsers which tantamount to admitting that navigating on the web is no different from a random 
walk. Another development is the emergence of search engines as a fundamental element of the internet. It is no 
surprise that Google is the most powerful internet company of our times. There is a much better option of codifying 
data which everybody knows and uses. We speed all our lives in a 3D world steering between places and organizing 
objects spatially. We rarely need search engines to find what we are looking for and our brains are naturally fiend at 
remembering spatial relationships. The ease of use and intuitiveness of 3D GUIs are an instantaneous development 
of the way our brains works, as s result of a long evolutionary process ensuring adaptation to our world .although the 
3D internet is not a solution to all the problems, it provide an HCL framework that can diminish mental load and 
open doors to rich ,innovative interface design through spatial relationships, and another consequential  point is the 
web place conceit of the 3D internet which enable intercourse between people in a natural way. In this sense, the 3D 
internet can be seen as natural successor of web 2.0. 
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                                     Figure 1.  A graphical depiction of the proposed 3D internet architecture 

 
3.   3D INTERNET: HOW? 
 
The current web caching approaches will not be acceptable for the needs of the 3D internet environment consisting 
of 3D worlds, which may be hosted on different servers. One challenge stems from the fact that icon contain 
significantly more information about the user who is visiting a 3D world than cookies do about a 2D website visitor. 
For illustration, icon contains information about aspect and behavior. As icon moves between worlds, hoard will be 
needed in servers to server’s interactions to enable fast and responsive transition between worlds. This will be 
accentuated by icon carrying object or virtual escort with them, which will require the transfer of large volumes of 
information in a short time when changing world. Further challenges are related to the fact that some virtual objects 
or companions are essentially not static documents but running programs. They have code that defines how they 
react to certain inputs and they have a partly governing behavior. Thus, when an icon and its companion move to 
world, the world server needs to execute the corresponding code. This raises number of research problems, how can 
we safely potentially entrust code? How will the economies of such transactions be handled? What platforms will be 
needed that allow the dynamic deployment of potentially entrusted computation at globally dispersed servers, in a 
fast secure and accountable manner? 
 
   
4. Properties of the future media 3D INTERNET 
 

 
• good to be used in many future applications such as realistic virtual/mirror worlds creation, human 

representation ,etc. the future media content  will be elementary ,3D including visual sound and other 
sensorial features such as hap tics ,it will be able to convey pressure ,forces, vibrations to the user, as well 
as physiological  user ‘s state . 

• Interactive for all different terminals. The user should be able to interact with the media objects by 
modifying or render them using multiple views and perspectives. Real time interactivity with other users 
through the media will be required in order to notch the maximum degree of collaboration. 
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• The most entrancing media types tend to be accomplished or generated in real time circumstances. 
Therefore, film would need to facilitate live multimodal media, such as video, events in virtual worlds and 
live music performance to users and in addition, enable collaboration in distributed environments 

• Future media would need to be intuitively interlinked and affordable therefore, they need to support cross 
Modal Avenue to media creation, reclamation and consumption. Just as the human easily identify a song 
with a film, or smell with particular environment and time, FIM needs to constitutively facilitate cross 
modality of the content and its tasks. 

• The content of FIM should not be bounded to professional producers creating for consumers, but will be 
created iteratively and collectively in accommodation across multiple communities of professionals and 
amateurs. 

 
 
5. Confines of the standard internet 
 
As the main parts of the CI were developed 30 years ago for serving research demands (host to host 
communications), it is evident that it can be used with the same efficiency today where new demanding applications 
rises. What follow is an anatomizing of the obstacle and limitations of the CI, with respect to media and network 
which put standard and future uses at risk. 
 

• Processing and handling confinements  
 
Internet does not allow host to diagnose possible problems and the network fling  little feedback for hosts to perform 
root cause discovery and analysis on the other hand , the lack of alliance and misbehavior that may be impulse by 
pure selfish Interests and non-detrimental to internet users and providers, non – interfering  and non discriminatory 
means to mitigate their effects while keeping open and broad popularity to the internet is a vital limitation to 
overcome. 
 
 

• Storage confinements 
 
Despite the eloquent dropping prices and increasing size of the storage, the amounts of data that are created today 
require ever-raising amounts of storage verdict ,that guarantee efficient storage management, refreshing and removal 
optimized for different types of data. 
 
 

• Transmission confinements 
 
multimedia is content-oriented trade comprises much larger amounts of data as equate to any other information flow 
,while its feckless handling results in retransmission of the same data multiple times and possibly from sub-optimal 
sources/paths.CDN and more generally solutions using distributed hoard reduce the problem under certain 
conditions ,but cant extend to meet the internet scale .transmission from centralized locations creates dispensable 
overheads and non-optimal transmission when hefty amount of data are consumed. 
 
 
6. Barriers to 3D world 

 
• Open network architecture and technologies for absolute converged and scalable multimedia content 

delivery, while maintain the rectitude and the quality of the media. 
• Augmented virtual 3D worlds, 3D collaborative platforms and moving holograms create new 

requirement in terms of information representation, scribing environment filtering aggregation and 
networking. 

• New 3D self aware ,self adaptive content formats from effectual mixing of real 3D captured content 
with visual sensations to the users.  

• Increasing demand towards the slicker search tools. 
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• User controlled sameness management, ownership and trading of virtual digital objects, right of use and 
personalized advertisement. 

• Increasing ultimatum for personization and aggregation of services supported by high throughput 
multimedia streams and sessions including data from smart objects. 

 
7. Conclusion 
. 
 
The main aim of this paper is to present our vision behind the 3D INTERNET with respect to its two main pillars 
future 3D internet content and architecture. We have provided an overview of the concept 3D internet and discussed 
the incitement behind it as well as its properties, the research directions in this field, networking machine learning, 
security. We believe that at this point of time we are facing a unique chance for the evolution of the internet towards 
a much more protean, interactive and usable version: 3D internet. The emerging 3D application and desktop 
paradigms, increasingly interactive nature of the web 2.0, the schematic web efforts, widespread availability of 
powerful GPU, popularity of novel input devices and changing demographics of internet users towards the younger 
computer literate generations, all provides the basis for the 3D internet revolution. The hype surrounding flesh 
should be seen under this light and taken as an indicator of the fact that many businesses are aware of 3D internet’s 
potential. However, to make the 3D internet a reality it is important to start and continue multidisciplinary research. 
 

 
8. Barriers to 3D world 

 
• Open network architecture and technologies for absolute converged and scalable multimedia content 

delivery, while maintain the rectitude and the quality of the media. 
• Augmented virtual 3D worlds, 3D collaborative platforms and moving holograms create new 

requirement in terms of information representation, scribing environment filtering aggregation and 
networking. 

• New 3D self aware, self adaptive content formats from effectual mixing of real 3D captured content 
with visual sensations to the users.  

• Increasing demand towards the slicker search tools. 
• User controlled sameness management, ownership and trading of virtual digital objects, right of use and 

personalized advertisement. 
• Increasing ultimatum for patronization and aggregation of services supported by high throughput 

multimedia streams and sessions including data from smart objects. 
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